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4.5 Exotic compact 
macroscopic objects

Phys Rept 582, 1 (2015), arXiv:1410.1374 

• Instead of new fundamental point-like LLP, consider now new 
stable composite objects made of new dense state of matter

– Macroscopic dimensions

– Object can be very heavy (>> planck mass)

• Small objects relatively to their masses
– Mostly invisible to space instruments, small self-interaction 

cross section → can be DM

• Possible production mechanisms in the cosmos
– Bubble nucleation in early Universe

– Formed inside neutron stars

• Examples 
– Strange quark matter (nuclearites)

– Exotic fermionic compact stars (eg preon nuggets)

– Primordial black holes
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Strange quark matter
• Aggregates of up, down and strange quarks could be more stable 

than ordinary matter

• Compact objects : strangelets / quark nuggets / nuclearites
– Nuclear density (5·1014 g/cm3)

• Mass of a mountain in a nugget the size of a tennis ball

– Electric charge Z  0.3≃ A²/³ (compensated by electrons)

– Anti-quark nuggets possible (as long as they don't impact matter)

• HUGE possible mass range, from GeV to solar mass                     
→ need variety of experimental approaches 

• Atomic displacement along path for mass > 10 ¹  g⁻ ⁰
– Macroscopic object → nuclearite
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Exotic fermionic compact stars

• Consider large clump of fermions bound by gravity in a dense 
phase of matter

– High fermionic degeneracy pressure holds the star up 
against gravitational collapse

– Like white dwarf or neutron star, but formed of exotic 
fermions → even denser

– Mass < 20 M⊙ otherwise collapse into black hole

• Preon star / nugget: degenerate gas of hypothetical fermions 
beyond the quark level (preons)

– Masses in the range 10−7–10−3 M⊙ 

– Radii in the range 0.01–1000 cm

– Density of at least 1023 g/cm3 

• Earth mass in a nugget the size of a tennis ball
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Primordial black holes (PBHs)

• Small black holes hypothesised to have formed in density 
fluctuations in the early Universe

• Hawking radiation 
– Mass > 1015 g to survive to current day 

– Mass = 1015 g corresponds to Schwarzschild radius 10−15 m 
(size of a proton) 

• Indirect constraints exist against the existence of PBHs
– For instance, if PBHs with 1018 < m < 1024 gram were dark 

matter they would disrupt neutron stars, thus we would 
not observe old neutron stars in regions of high dark 
matter density

• Direct constraints from gravitational lensing (later slides)
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Compact objects : search techniques

• Nuclear-track detectors (~nm–μm size)
– Plastic detectors (MACRO, SLIM) 

– Ancient mica

• Earthquakes (~μm–mm size)
– Seismic activity on the Moon 

– Seismic tracks on Earth

• Gravitational lensing
– Femtolensing

– Microlensing

Probed mass range 
(assuming DM abundance 
and nuclear density)

10-13 < m < 1 gram

10-10 < m < 102 gram

5·104 < m < 106 gram

105 < m < 3·108 gram

1017 < m < 1021 gram

1025 < m < 4·1033 gram
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Nuclearite searches with nuclear-track 
detectors

• Interpreting MACRO and SLIM results 
– Nuclearites of dimension ~μm or smaller would produce 

high ionisation signature similar to that of a monopole

– Flux limit F < ~10-16 cm-2s-1sr-1 obtained with nuclear-
track detectors valid for nuclearites in mass range  
10-13 < m < 1 gram

• Interpreting results with ancient mica
– Flux limit F < ~5·10-20 cm-2s-1sr-1 valid for nuclearites in 

mass range 10-10 < m < 102 gram

• How to possibly improve the search ?
– Analyse larger samples of ancient mica

– Search for pipes of melted rock in very large areas

– Measure concentration of fullerenes – exceptionally long-lived 
molecules which can only be produced by violent heating

EPJC 13, 453 (2000)
EPJC 57, 525 (2008)

PRD 38, 3813 (1988)
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Seismic tracks

• Objects with size μm or larger would heat and break rock and 
produce high-frequency seismic waves

• A characteristic seismic track can be identified if at least 7 
stations are used

– Use pattern of time of arrival as discriminant

Earthquake:

Nuclearite:

• Exclude nuclarite as 
dominant contribution 
to dark matter in range 
105 < m < 3·108 gram

PRD 73, 043511 (2006)
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Seismic activity on the Moon

• Moon : lower area but also lower 
backgrounds 

– Seismically quiet and no winds 
→ can probe lower masses

– However, there are few 
seismic detectors on the 
Moon : just 5 stations 
implanted by Apollo 
missions

• Measurement of the total amount 
of seismic energy interpreted to 
set conservative limits on the 
rate of nuclearite impacts

– Exclude nuclearite as 
significant dark matter 
component in range      
5·104 < m < 106 gram PRD 73, 043511 (2006)
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Quiz

Preon nuggets would typically have radii of the order of a 
few cm. Which kind of target would one need to probe 
such objects seismically assuming they constitute DM?

A)The Moon

B)The Earth

C)The Sun

D)None
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Quiz (answer)

Preon nuggets would typically have radii of the order of a 
few cm. Which kind of target would one need to probe 
such objects seismically assuming they constitute DM?

A)The Moon

B)The Earth

C)The Sun

D)None

Preon matter would be even denser than nuclearites. The 
high nugget mass (~10²  g) means a flux of ~10 ¹  ⁸ ⁻ ⁴
impact per year on the Sun, far too small for any 
practical seismic experiment. The same is also true for 
black holes, which are even denser. 
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Microlensing

• Experiments such as EROS and MACHO have been 
monitoring temporal variation in fluxes from millions of 
background stars

• Brightening expected when a dark massive object passes 
close to the line of sight 

• Exclude compact objects as dominant contribution to dark 
matter in range 1025 < m < 4·1033 gram

• Limit applies to any type of compact object, including 
primordial black holes and nuclearites

Astrophys. J. 499, L9 (1998)
PRL 111, 181302 (2013)
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Femtolensing of gamma-ray bursts

• Monitor interference effects 
between lensed images of 
a pointlike astrophysical 
source

• Use gamma-ray burst 
sources

– Time delay induced by the lens would be comparable to the 
oscillation period of a gamma ray 

– Gamma-ray bursts very distant and still sufficiently bright →  
additional advantage since probability of candidate in the line 
of sight scales with distance

• Exclude compact objects as dominant contribution to dark matter 
in range 

– 5·1017 < m < 2·1020 gram

• Limit applies to very dense object (asteroid-sized), including 
primordial black holes, preon nuggets, and nuclearites

Astrophys. J. Lett. 512, L13 (1999)
PRD 86, 043001 (2012)
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Nuclearite search limits – summary 

Some wide mass ranges are still unconstrained 
– not excluded as dark matter !
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Search for compact objects – summary

• New very dense states of matter are well motivated
– However there are few plausible production mechanisms

• Compact massive objects have the properties needed to be 
dark matter

• Interesting phenomenology, various techniques crossing 
boundaries between disciplines

– Geology and chemistry

– Seismology

– Space physics and astrophysics

• Uncontrained gaps in the mass ranges and room for 
improvements
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